ATTACHMENT E
RFP#: R-89-10-0893
Technical Proposal Score Sheet
PHASE I: Initial Qualifying Criteria
The proposal must meet all of the following Phase I proposal acceptance criteria in order to be considered for
further evaluation. Any proposal receiving a “no” response to any of the following qualifying criteria shall be
disqualified from consideration.
ITEM

YES

PROPOSAL ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

1

Was the vendor’s proposal received by the deadline and in the format specified in Section II

2

4

Did the vendor submit five (5) copies of their Technical Proposal (with respective CD-ROMs) in a separate sealed
envelope labeled: “PROPOSAL ENCLOSED FROM [VENDOR’S NAME] FOR RFP#: R-89-10-0893 FREE
NATIONAL ACCESS TO JOB OPPORTUNITY DATA.”
Allow free access to Ohio job opportunities in additional to a national job opportunities data bank, with at least 50,000
Ohio job opportunities, as well as a national opportunity data bank.
Minimum of 2 years as vendor providing access to centrally captured electronic job opportunity data.

5

Provide data feeds for national job opportunity data.

7

Accept data feeds from ODJFS, and present and display data in their national job opportunity data system at no cost.

8

Display an “Ohio brand” banner to be displayed while viewing national job opportunity data vie web interface. This
banner will be active with drop downs that will link back to ODJFS functionality.
Conduct basic and advanced searched of Ohio and national job opportunity data.

3

9

NO

PHASE II: Criteria for Scoring of Technical Proposal
Qualifying technical proposals will be collectively scored by a Proposal Review Team (PRT) appointed by
ODJFS, Office of Research, Assessment and Accountability. For each of the evaluation criteria given in the
following score sheet, reviewers will collectively judge whether the technical proposal exceeds, meets, partially
meets or does not meet the requirements expressed in the RFP, and assign the appropriate point value, as
follows:
0
Does Not Meet
Requirement

5
Meets
Requirements

8
Exceeds
Requirements

A technical proposal’s total PHASE II score will be the sum of the point value for all the evaluation criteria.
The review team will collectively score each individual qualifying proposal. Technical proposals which do not
meet or exceed a total score of at least 480 points (indicating a proposal that demonstrates adequate ability to
perform contractual duties) out of a maximum of 729 points, will be disqualified from further consideration.
ODJFS will recommend for contract the vendor with the highest technical score.

ITEM
#

EVALUATION CRITERIA

ORGANIZATIONAL EXPERIENCE AND

Weight

Doesn’t
Meet
0

Meets
5

Exceeds
8

CAPABILITIES
1

2
3

Examples of three (to include name of organization and website)
organizations where the vendor has provided similar services of the same size
and scope.
Did the vendor provide a Technical Point of Contact (POC) who will be
accountable for this interface.
Will allow an “Ohio brand” banner to be displayed while viewing job
opportunity data. This banner will be active with drop downs that will link
back to ODJFS functionality.

5

5
3

4

Will offer at a minimum the following searches to the national job
opportunity data, but not limited to:
o
A basic search:

Job name/description

Desired location
o
An advanced search:

Company name

Mile radius

Exact words, at least one word, none of the
words, all of the words

Job type

3

5

Will offer all employers, commercial job board sites, associations, education
institutions, and government a simple and efficient way to include their job
opportunities in the national job opportunity data source with no/minimal
effort. NOTE: Important that the vendor describe the anticipated timeframe
from request to job posting/request to have the job opportunity be part of their
national on-line listing at no cost.

5

6

Will offer the ability to display relevant salary and trend data based upon a
particular job title and location.

3

7

Will offer the ability to quickly search the national job opportunity data by:
o
Relevance factor
o
Date (most current)
o
Company with the most listings
o
Job type (some examples: full-time, part-time,
temporary, internship, contractor)
o
Further location breakdown

3

8

Will offer the ability to display job opportunity data that comes from the
ODJFS self-service job posting system first when merged with all the
national job opportunity/listings (on search criteria for free).

5

9

Will offer the ability to accept a data feed from our self-service system of job
title (the “what”) and location (the “where”) in order to display the national
job opportunity data. The location information will also contain a further
breakdown based upon Ohio’s Economic Regions, Workforce Areas or
WIRED Region. This data feed will need to be accepted and present back to
the user the search criteria selected. NOTE: ODJFS will define the relevant
zip codes/counties/cities to be part of the Economic Regions and/or
Workforce and/or WIRED areas.

3

10

Will offer the ability to allow the system user, based upon the search criteria
selected, to review all national job opportunities meeting that search criteria
and after making a selection, immediately and directly link the user to the
exact location where the user can apply for that particular job opportunity.
Will offer the ability to filter out and reject job opportunity data based upon
certain keywords, to conduct such filtering on a routine and daily basis, and
within two days of notification by ODJFS, to filter out and reject particular
employers, websites and/or a particular job opportunity.

3

11

Ability to meet the 2/1/2008 deadline to begin to provide free national access
to job opportunity data
What type of Backup, Recovery and Disaster Recovery plans are currently
place?

5

What are your current performance metrics (number of hits, response time,
etc)?
Do you support secure sessions (https)?

1

12

13
14
ITEM
#

EVALUATION CRITERIA

15

At no time while displaying job opportunity data will any advertisement
and/or sponsorship be viewable. The only allowable will be some

5

1

Weight
1

Doesn’t
Meet
0

Meets
5

Exceeds
8

acknowledgement (via logo or phrase) of the vendor’s partnership with
ODJFS in this initiative.
16

5
ADA compliance.

17

Quality of job opportunity data (refresh, duplications, etc)

3

18

Provide number of Ohio job opportunities currently in your job opportunity
data source. This figure needs to come from the site that you will list as your
main site in the following bullet. Vendors not currently containing over
50,000 Ohio job opportunities in their job bank will be deemed nonresponsive and rejected from any consideration.

5

19

Need to get at a minimum two (one of which needs to be the main vendor’s
site where the data for the number of Ohio job opportunities was counted
from as well as the location for the free posting for national presence) URLs
where the vendor has partnered with a public entity in a similar size and
scope to what is being requested within the RLB.

5

20

Site 1:

5

21

Site 2:

5

22

The job opportunity data source must have described proven abilities to
gather job data via authorized means and generally accepted practices from
the internet.

5

23

Additionally, vendors may describe other features that would be available at
no additional charge should they be selected.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

5

24

Experience in similar size and scope engagements for job opportunities and
real-time salary and trend data along with the past/current job opportunities
in Ohio.

5

25

Each vendor must submit five (5) complete and signed copies of its
response. The vendor must clearly mark the exterior of the envelope “Job
Opportunity Data RLB." The vendor must describe how the features and
capabilities described in the Scope of Work can be accomplished by the
vendor at no cost. The majority of the validation will be done by the review
of the URLs listed in the proposal.

1

26

Also, the Vendor must provide an electronic copy of everything contained
within its response on CD-ROM in Microsoft Word 2002, Microsoft
Excel 2002, Microsoft Project 2003, and PDF format, as appropriate.

1

Column Subtotal of "Does Not Meet" points
Column Subtotal of "Meets" points
Column Subtotal of "Exceeds" points

GRAND TOTAL SCORE
(Vendor’s Grand Total Technical Score must be at least 480 points.)
Yes ________
No ________
(If “No,” Vendor’s Cost Proposal will not be opened.)

